Adaptation to disparity but not to perceived depth.
The purpose of the present study was to investigate whether adaptation can occur to disparity per se. The adapting stimuli were large random-dot patterns of which the two half-images were transformed such that the depth effects induced by the vertical transformations were nulled by horizontal transformations. Thus, the adapting stimuli were perceptually the same, whereas the disparity fields differed from each other. The adapting stimuli were presented for five minutes. During that period, the percept of a fronto-parallel surface did not change. After the adapting period, subjects perceived a thin untransformed strip as either slanted or curved depending on the adapting transformation. The thin strips provided negligible information about the vertical disparity field. In a forced-choice task we measured the amount of horizontal transformation that was required to null the acquired adaptation. We found that the amounts of horizontal transformation required to perceive the test strip fronto-parallel were significantly different from zero. We conclude that the visual system can adapt to disparity signals in the absence of a perceptual drive.